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SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Schulze Raking Company plant is located on the northwest corner of
rh

Garfield Boulevard and Wabash Avenue. The plant has four major
1 ------- - three of the

building's style is modern; the facade compos it _

of the building's pier and spandrel structure while the decorative

ornamentation sets aside the traditional catalogue of styles and

incorporates innovative motiffs of geometrical patterns, floral forms

Sd impressively sculpted chevrons. The decorative features, executed

In hla k Id blue terra eotta, contrast sharply with and relieve

tL white enameled brick. The design represents an early example of

dustrial architecture artistically planned and demonstrates a flamboyance^ typical of the architecture of the 1920s. The building ^-"tains

a very nigh degree of its original integrity. Changes rn the building,

discussed below, have by and large been made with some sensitivity to

the plant's original style and material.

THE BAKING PLANT

The around floor of the original Schulze plant covered an area 1G1 feet

by 340 feet. Above the ground floor the building is of varrying height-

-- the main units being the five story :.-ain plant 161 ft by 82 fee.

and the three story oven-room wing "hich^e^bove^ aj.ongcr,

g

oven
the

interior"alley"is'of common" brick painted white

roof is pitched with a clerestory row of windows. The wing carries
roor io piuci.

__ __^
^ alternating three clerestory-level

an interesting window pattern
window" above every fdSor level window; however ,

above the street's™* J
£ „ Facade the expressive and decorative program of the main

pSrt of building is replaced with a flat, unornamentcd, wall surface.

Desion consideration of architectural composition and decorative treatm

focused largely on the main five-story section of the bakely plant

it is here that the plants greatest merit is evidenced The white

enameled piers in the facade 's front plane on all of the floors are m
line with ancd express the building's interior system of bays and

reinforced concrete columns. The building is nine bays wide and four

bays deep. The facade is divided into three horizontal ranges. The
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first and fifth floors are in separate ranges with the middle three
floors grouped into a single design unit. The first floor facade is
given over to very large, 13 . 5 foot by 11 foot, windows -- eight in
the front and four on the sides . The front facade also has a monumental
entryway which projects forward from the front plane. The curved
wrought iron work covering the south and east windows on the first floor-
is part of the original design. The stone lintels over the first floor
windows and the corbelled window frames provide further articulation to
the window openings . The fifth floor range is visually set off from the
floors below by two string courses of terra cotta rosettes and the
movement of the horizontal spandrel into the front plane. The bricked
surface above the fifth floor windows carries the Schulze name in blue
terra cotta lettering on all four sides of the building.

The facade ' s middle range is united by the recessing of the spandrel and
window units behind the front plane and the treatment of window and
spandrel surface in a custom brown fired brick. The composition gives
the building a dominant vertical thrust and a lofty appearance. The
outside window bays on the east , west , and south facades have a uniform
decorative treatment, visually distinct from the rest of the facade;
it is iii Lhysc: bay s ;-haL- Lhe decora Live aiiu ornamental program was moct
vigorously followed. The outside bays are enclosed" by wider piers than
those of the rest of the facade and in the middle range the two spandrel
elements in tlie.se bays are executed in white enameled brick rather than
dark fired brick. The geometrical pattern in black ' inlaid tile on these
piers in the middle range rises vertically enclosing at their termination
small terra cotta sculpted shields. The inlaid tile and shields
amount to highly stylized, modern, suggestions of columns. This decorative
feature seems to support, visually and symbolically, the string
course and spandrel above; yet, the primary decorative purpose of these
stylized columns seems to be to catch the ornamental weight of the
decorative chevrons above the build i ng ' s corners. The chevrons carry
sculpted shields and floral patterns — including wheat and corn stocks —
and are strikingly designed in blue and white terra cotta. The roof
chevrons echo the chevron motiff of the entryway. The north facade
reveals the building to be axially symmetrical, an impression which is
enhanced by the symmetrically placed chimney stacks of white enameled
brick and black inlaid tile. Overall the building makes a highly
affective combination of structural expressionism and decorative
ornamentation which appears at places tn ed to visual structure and at other
points to be simply affective in a pictorial sense.

The plant ' s basement and foundation are of raft construction ~- the
marshy ground could not have supported the heavy building . The foundation
is a concrete slab 2 8 inches thick, 187 feet wide and 300 fee L long

.

Hundreds of Lons of iron went into foundation for reinforcing. Support. inn
over 1,000 pounds per square foot the foundation was viewed as a fairly
sophisticated technical achievement.
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The overall integrity of the baking plant design is intact and well
preserved. The decorative chevrons at the southwest corner of thebuilding fell off in the 1950s. When a new humidifying system wasinstalled in the fourth floor dough rooms in the 1930s six hays on thesouth facade and two bays on the west facade of the fourth floor werebricked in. A single bay on the second floor west wall and first fleast wall and three bays on the first floor west wall have also beenbricked in. The third floor of the oven-room wing has had the roof onthe east wall raised a few feet resulting in the bricking in of fourwindows on the third floor. windows have also been bricked in on therear north, wall of the fifth floor. White enamel brick has been usedto fill m windows and to patch the area of the fallen chevron. Theuse of the original buildinq material has helped to minimize thevisual impact of these changes. The individual oven chimneys on theoven room foof have been removed.. The louverod windows in th» build Lngare not original and are slated for replacement in the near future withwindows and sashes more in keeping with the original window design.Hone of these changes interfere with clear perception of the bakingplant's original style and character.

THE MAHUFACTTOTHG PROCESS

Much of manufacturing process and layout of the present bread bakingoperations follow the original 1915 system; however , none of the plant'sequipment or machinery, with the exception of the fire-tube boilersare original. Despite several innovations in broad b,- inn made in the1915 plant, the Schulze plant's significance lies in ; • exterior
architecture and not in its processing technology whi. is of much morerecent design. As in many multi-story industrial plants proecessing movesfrom top to bottom taking advantage of gravity in the manufacturing
operation. The fifth floor houses flour stoarage bins, weighing, and -
measuring apparatus. The flour is drawn from bins in the desired
proportions and dropped to the dough mixers on the fourth floor; whenthe batches are mixed they rise in the fourth floor's humidity-
controlled dough rooms. The batches are then dropped to dividingmachines and moulders on the second and third floors where individualloaves are formed. The loaves then run through overhead proofers andrise m box proofers. The ovens are located in the second and thirdfloor oven-room wings. Baked loaves are dropped through coolers onconveyors to the wrapping lines on the first floor. Schulze was one ofthe earliest bakers to move loaves between floors after baking which manybakers feared disturbed the warm loaves. The first floor also hadOffice space public reception rooms, and a one storv, U-shaped, receivingand loading dack area which wrapped around the base of the oven roomfloors and the wrapping tables. The basement was used for storagemachine rooms, and a boiler plant.
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HORSE STABLE AND TRUCK GARAGE

The original Schulze plant design included a free standing horse stable
and truck garage on 54th Street; 160 feet of ground, with six residential
houses on it, separated the north wall of the baking plant from the south
walls of the stable and garage. Designed by John Ahlschlager & Son
the stable is 3 stories with a 65 foot frontage on 54th Street and a
depth of 129 feet. The stable accommodated 150 horses on the first and
secord level. The third level provided space for feed storage.
Enameled white brick covers the north and south facades, common brick,
painted white, covers the east and west facades. The stable's 54th
Street facade presents an in teresting simplification of the decorative
motif fs of the main building including the stylized columns on the outside
piers and simplified chevron ornaments. The stable facade also makes
decorative use of layered brick giving the facade both depth and texture.
Windows on the third floor have been reduced in size and a large
opening made after the original design was completed has been rebricked
with enemelled brick. The inclined plane which provided the access to
the second floor is no longer extant.

The original one story truck garage covered an area of 91 feet on 54th
Street and 135 feet on Wabash Avenue. The roof is of the steel truss
.type with a six foot high clerestory area. Parts of the wall has been
rebuilt in the identical enameled brick of the original; a large section
of the original facade — again with the simplified motiffs of the
main building

:

— is extant on the Wabash Avenue facade.

Both of these buildings are importantly related to the rest of the plant
in design and function; they maintain their original integrity and
character and are considered significant structures.

TRUCK GARAGE AND LOADING PLATFORM

In 1936 after purchasing and demolishing the houses between the baking
plant and the stable and garage. Interstate Bakeries built a large one
story garage and loading platform connecting the baking plant with the
garage and stable. The garage, designed by architects Fox & Fox is
nearly square, 160 feet by ±61 feet. The building is divided into two
units , one a garage and the other a loadi ng platform. Eighty foot
wide wooden trusses span the areas and support the double truss roofs
of the building. The architects precisely continued the Wabash Avenue
facade of the original one story loading dock area. The heights are
the same and enameled brick was used in the new building to correspond
with the old. Reusing the corni.se decorations from the north wall of
the original baking plant, which was removed, the architects were able
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to establish a continuity of decoration -on the Wabash Avenue facade. Th

new garage project enclosed the five foot space between the earlier

stable and garage. The stable's exterior wall now serves as an

interior partition. The enclosed walls of the original garage have

been largely removed. The 1936 garage unified the originally separate-

parts' of the plant and respected the original form and materials of the

old building; it is considered a contributing structure.
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Specific dates 1913-1 914; 1936 Builder/Architect John Ahlschlager & Son; Jj'ox & Fox

Statement of Significance (In one paragraph]

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Schulzc Baking Company Garfield Boulevard plant is architecturally
the finest major bakery building constructed in early-twentieth-century
Chicago. Paul Schulzc, the Company president, and John Ahlschlager & Ron,
the architects, self-consciously sought to transcend the the austere
and unornamentcd designs of red brick which generally characterized both
bakery and industrial plants in Chicago. Reflecting the modern and
progressive character of the plant's technology and of the Schulze baking
business, the architects eschewed references to historical architectural
style and created a lively monumental design in white enameled brick,
blue terra cotta, and brown fired b'-ick. The building's significance
derives in large part from the fact that although its primary purpose-
was indus trial it took arch itec Lura 1 style and composition seriously.
The building, for example, was the only industrial plant published during
1914 in the Architectural Record , a national architectural journal

.

The Schulze Baking Company plant had no equal among Chicago bakeries of
the period and few equals around the United States . The building also
occupies a distinctive place among contemporary Chicago industrial designs.

In 1914 a bakery trade journal declared "The beautiful building stands
out conspicuously on the handsome boulevard and popular driveway . . .

and has already demonstrated the advertising value of an attractive exterior
for a bakery. . . . The Schulze Company should have the thanks of the
entire baking industry for this example of what a' bakery building may be,
and the good work it will. do in raising the business in the opinion of
the. public generally." 2 As suggested in this description the Schulze
plant's "beauty" must be viewed within the context of advertising,
public opinion towards bakery bread, and the building's important
location facing a section of Chicago's famous park and boulevard system.
Paul Schulze, a leader among early-twcnticth-century bakers played a
central and dynamic role in the emergence of the baking industry, in its
advertising and promotion, and in challenging and changing public tastes
and attitudes. Schulze also devoted considerable energy to promoting Chicago
art, culture , and civic improvements

.

The historical significance of the Schulze plant meets National Register-
Criteria A, B, and C: A for its role and contribution to redefining
consumer attitudes and tastes <?nd domestic roles in connection with
broad production and consumption; B in its connection with Paul Schulze, a
baker of national importance and a major Chicago business and civic leader;
and Criteria C for John Ahlschlager & Son's design which represents with
high quality a distinctive type of architecture — bakery design — and
its contribution to the transfer of modern architectural design principles
to industrial buildings.
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GROWTH OF THR BAKING INDUSTRY AMD THE ECHUI.ZF. BAKING COMPANY

The- first decades of the twentieth century witnessed very rapid growth

in the American baking industry and the emergence of largeso-a

e

wholesale baking firms. Producing a highly perishable product the buying

industry's ascendency followed closely accelerating American urbanization

which created a dense, accessible, market for baked goods. In action
to growing city population, the early twentieth century decline of

home domestic secants, the move toward apartment living the increased

economic opportunities for women outside of the home, and the social

redefinition of the American housewife from that of producer to that of

domestic manager and consumer all tended to enhance the patronage of

commercial bakeries. From 1E99 to 1909 the value of products of tne

Uni^ea States baking industry doubled from S"5,3G9,000 to 5396 .865. 000;

from 1909 to 1919 the value nearly tripled to $1,151,896,000.

The Schulze Baking Company both captured and epitomized the growth of

the U.S. baking industry. Paul Schulze, the Company founuer and

president, was born June 13, 1864 in Osterodo, Germany m .ale foothill,

of tee Harz Mountains. In 1883 he emigrated to the United States vaoere
.

he worker! on a farm and pursued various mercantile occupations in tn,-

Dakotas and in Minneapolis. In the early 1890s working as an ageno for -

the Washburn-Crosby Flour Company, Schulze moved to Chicago. In larch

1393 he founded the Schulze Baking Company. Schulze also coutinuea

in the wholesale flour business until after 1900. Kith a single bakery

plant and store at 454 W. 63rd Street, in the bngiewooc secaicn ot

Chicago, the Sehul.e Baking company remained largely a retail bakery with

a capital of $10,000 until 1901. 4

Giving up the wholesale flour business and devoting his full- energies

to the baking business Paul Schulze vigorously promoted his reu.il

business into Chicago's largest wholesale baking company ana then won*,

on to become one of the leading baking firms in the um,ed ..tru.es

Between 1900 and 1904 Schulze' = daily output of breaa rose from 3,000

loaves to 40,000. In 1902 he purchased a second baking plant on Vernon

P?ace on Chicago's West Side and remodeled it for a capacity of 20,000

loaves Per day. In 1904 Schulze built a new plant at Clybourn and Webster

avenues
1

on Chicago's North Side with a capacity of 40 ,1900 lonvcrs daily

.

In 1906 schulze constructed and opened his fourth plant at La Salle

and 35th Street; in 190G replacing tho old West Side plant Schulze bull

a new Plant on West Harrison Street and Francisco Avenue. Tne Nor n and

West S de Plants arc extant today. Schulze's Garfield Boulevard plant

as designed in 1912 and 1913 for a daily capacity of 250 000 loaves and

was completed in January, 1915. The Garfield Boulevard plant ^placed

the original Schulze plant which was destroyed by fire m May 1913.
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Schulze's business capital rose from $10,000 in 1893 to $20,000 in 1901
to $100,000 in 1903, from $400,000 to $1,200,000 in 1912, and io
$5,000,000 in 1917. Starting with the 19.10 acquisition of a baking
company in Peoria Schulze acquired branch plants in several HidwcsLern
cities: Kansas city (1913); Cincinnati (1914); Omaha (1917); Grand
Rapids (1917) ; and in the next few years he purchased plants in DesMoines and Springf i.eld .

->

SCHULZE 'S CAHPAIGU TO Win THE HOUSEWIVES OF AMERICA

In order to understand the desiqn intention, meaning, and significance
of Schulze' s monumental plant as well as the Schulze business expansion
one needs to briefly consider the innovative work undertaken by Schulze
in the field of advertising and crusading for public favor. In 1901 in
a business decision which he credited to Ida Johl Schulze; his wife,
Paul Schulze initiated one of the U.S. baking industry ' s | first extensive
advertising campaigns, carried on primarily in Chicago daily newspapers.
Schulze' s advertising proved so successful that ho established the
Schulze Advertising Service which licenced bakers all over the United
States to use the Schulze recipes and names and heloed the bakery
mount successful advertising campaigns. By 1920 2,000 U.S. bakers
wero -subscribing to the Service directed by William Evans of the
Schulze Company. Viewed as a mixture of consumer education and consumer
persuasion Schulze directed his advertising appeal to housewives in
order to get them to stop baking bread at homo. In 1904 reviewing
Schulze's appeals and success, one baking journal reported, "Tills growth
has not boon accomplished without hard work and persistent advertising.
In its campaign literature the Company has made its strongest appeal
direct to the families who were baking their own bread, and has aimed
to win them over to the ranks of bakerv patrons. It has persistently
wrought along the lines of iiigh quality, and has endeavored to cultivate
the idea that bakers bread is (as it ought to be) not simply as good
as home-made but 'better than home-made.' Mr. Schulze says that until
recently thoy were not bold enough to make this claim, but that now
it is constantly made."

'

In 1911 Paul Schulze used his Presidential address to the Annual Convention
of the National Association of Master Bakers, meeting in Kansas City, toplace his "bold" assertions concerning the superiority of bakery bread
into the national forum. The baker who nominated Schulze to the
Association presidency in 1910 called tl. position "one of the greatest
honors that a baker can receive at the lr-nds of his fellow bakers; ho
also stated that Schulze seemed particularly deserving of the honor since
ho had come to the United State as "a young German boy (a 'green-horn'),
lamied without a dollar, could not speak a word of English," and had
become one of the industry's most successful bakers. 8
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PROMOTI ON, ADVERTISING, AMD THE ."BAKERY BEAUTIFUL"

In the evolution of early-twentieth-ccntury bakery architecture, bakery
buildings increasingly embodied the scienLific expertise, quality,
purity , and character which Schulze and others insisted pervaded their
'industry and products. Bakery buildings were increasingly viewed as
central elements in the baking industry's campaign against home
baking and for public acceptance of bakery bread . Responding to
Schulzc' s address and his challenge to the home kitchen's cleanliness,
one editorial writer declared "the typical sanitary bakery is the home
kitchen. Nothing will be Eaid here as to the 'rots and spots' and
second-grade flour and alum-bleach or the enforced companionship of
journeymen bakers and cellar rats at the corner shop. . . . /ill that
our race is it owes to the old kitchen. Unless the Pure Food law is
all wrong , the red flag flies from other roofs. VI

2"

Having only recently witnessed major scandals and reform campaigns
directed at meat packers and other manufacturers of food and drugs,
which culminated in the 1906 Federal Meat Inspection' and Pure Food
Acts, the American public was concerned with questions of product
purity, quality, and cleanliness when it considered bakers' bread. One
housewife responding to Schulze ' s 191 1 speech wrote , "The housewife is
not the issue — it is the abominably dirty baker . Put up your hammer
Mr. Knocker, and when your trade can serve us goods as clean and
wholesome as does our milliner and bootmaker

,
you can bake our bread

till the day of judgment comes. "^ In the face of such a challenge
bakers and architects imaginatively sought to design bakeries which were
not only clean in fact but which suggested, symbolically, cleanliness
and quality. Uncleanliness was "the worst possible reputation for a
baker," 1 '* and many bakers turned to architecture in an attempt to promote
a sanitary impression in the public mind.

Schulzc openly acknowledged that in order to compete with the house-wife's
home-baking the bakery would have to be "as spotlessly clean" as the
home kitchen . He criticized unsanitary conditions and cellar bakeries
which hurt: the image of the entire industry. Schulze urged both public-
regulation and baker scrutiny of all bakeries to insure rising sl.andards
of cleanliness. In 1911 21% of Chicago's 1,387 bakeries operated in
cellars below the street-lev ::1 and public regulation of the plants by the
Sanitary Bureau had only recently been initiated. In many ways the
actual design of the Car fie Id Boulevard plant was intended as a rebuff
to the cellar bakery and the negative public health associations of
the baking industry.

Schulze 's and Ahlschlnger ' s formal design decisions for the baking
plant, which the Schulze advertising called the "City of Cleanliness,"
fostered in both obvious and subtle ways a public perception of
cleanl iness and quality . The white enameled brick of the building
exterior although devoid o F any lenl contribution to plant sanitation
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Side plant , the plan for the Garfield Boulevard plant separated the
horse stable from the baking plant itself ; this move was viewed by
many as a somewhat novel and ad mi rable hygienic arrangement for a
bakery. Initially Schulze ' s business relied exclusively on horse and
wagon to distribute the bread — this fact explains the relatively close
proximity of the plants located on the North, South, and West sides.
In .1.912 Schulze supplemented his horse fleet with five 1,500 pound
capacity automobile trucks to help serve the outskirts of the city. 19

The side-by- side construction of a stable housing 150 horse and a large
garage did not represent so much a transition in transportation
technology as i L did the distinct types of bakery routes . The Schulze
Company found horse teams the most economical means of bread delivery
on routes in the center of the city where stops were frequent and distances
relatively short. The Company operated electric trucks on routes of
intermediate range and employed gasoline trucks for its Jong range,
suburban, deliveries .20

j

The Schulze horses and trucks all served middle-men retail outlets

,

primarily groceries and delicatessens. Unlike marry, urban bakers who
delivered bread directly to private households, Schulze preferred the
ease and certainty of having established marketing outlets . Although
direct delivery of bread had some advantages from the sanitary point
of view, Schulze felt that a middleman delivery system backed up by
familiar clean bakery plants had the advantage of enlisting the numerous
middlemen in special promotions, advertising, and the "task of winning
the housewife over to modern, scientifically baked bread." 2 -"L Schulze'

s

whol esale opera ti ons also relied on vigorous promotion of a few brands

.

in order to protect his investment in advertising Schulze registered
the trademarks of his leading brands: "RuLter-Nut ,

" "Rig-naridy ,
"

"Pan-Dandy," '(see pages 1G and 17)

Although the Schulze plant established a new standard for architectural
embellishment and symbolic suggestions of purity, quality, and
clcanl iness, it drew on a nascent movement in bakery design which
originated a decade earlier . In related consumer industries , particularly
the brewing industry, close public identif .ication of building and product
had established a trend toward decorative industrial design dur.i ng the
late-nineteenth-century . in 1902 architect CM. Barthberger designed
a $500,000 bakery in Pittsburgh for the Ward-Mackey Company which was
judged "the marvel of the bakers of the world." Still extant, the four-
story plant exterior incorporated light vitrified brick, a terra cotta
ornamen ted cornise , substantial windows , and an in torior of opalite
tile . Explaining his general views on bakery architecture Barthberger
insisted that any style "suggestive of a common factory" was inappropriate
in bakery design ; he urged the devel opment o f a disti not styl e for food
manufacturing plants which would "give the impression .of cleanliness .

"

His recommendations called largely for the use of enameled brick —
carried at least, to the height of six feet and white painted brick above.
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'^,-,VUdOlph Mar,;9" r
. ^ Kansas city architect who specialized inbakery design, urged bakers and architects to transcend I he -cvorestandards of "factory" arehiteetnre and te adopt "inciting """exciting »designs which would spark consumer interest in the bakery^ processes

Strt? • %
U

,

t]ini"q
.

an associati °" between architecture anS
H^rlCrar T T ,' ^Y *

ncreasi"9 1 i' important in subsequent yetrs,Markgiaf declared, "Tliero is so much prejudice about clean line- n thepreparation of bread by the bakers that it will certainly result in

so a^ toT lien?
f
°d

"^ ° stabli^n t if the premises are pranged
T° ?V °

^?
hl

-
and alry* wel1 ventilated and attractive." 2 '!

!„°^„
1

LvLr:nfSil^rScerfircSn?y ^ H^^ "" <*"*-

In Chicago Schulze's plant had few stylistic predecessor- or rival-'

^rflliTfT f'f
bU"din3 -P«sented can be"ienessed ^ heohaip stylistic break between Schulze's earlier plants and the Garfield

renrick^uiiding^itfcel^

.srto^hf-i-t-i srss.^^ -.-"ss sis £LC
formal art "i in,er ,

bU"di"? S - austere f-aLs
,
executed without much

pre e- 'hf '
Ch

J
ca90, the only bakery designs which

KrTSt^ rnf?
Schulze d

,

B1 9« and approached it in merit were the
Av-enue and the T' (

k" "A' ^ fOTmer ' Y l0Cat0d at 1027 " Milwaukee
^659 ? a 'l

ard-Corbynokrng plant (1909-1910) located at St-27-

brick AAA Krrstan plant designed in modern style of light
longer L 2f Pf '"," 11 ," 8 °f " ?'l°f-" broad. This building is no
of» HW S i,ard -CorbY Baking Company, part of a national chain
?n h b^orrcs, was Schulze's largest competitor in Chicago 26

C "aln
in 1909 architect Edwin h, Down designed a largo and rather hand -om-,

a
a
fon» an AtA wAAA?"?*iA° '

°°° Pla^' ln ™"* "^ AaAshed
ArA„aTn hnA A Garfl2ld Boulevard plant follows. A five
stone itA AtA ""

"
des

;9nKd in striking yellow brick with heavystone liniels emphasizing the plant's large windows. A lower two storv
on the fi"rst

n
? 1

°Xt0ndKl "°rth fr°m thG ma "' building with "loading decks
Hi" A .

''
a h°rSe Stabl ° filled tho Md «f the Jot. Althougt id design anticipates the Schulze plant in many ways, it is on t e

S -aid or
K

the
C
^r', h

S

k
Kl W°rk

° f "^Itectural design.' The same right

PlaAAlA A^ A A7A N°W A* CltY ' a Uronx " * hu<^ six-storyplan,, called the Cleat I.hi.te Temple of Cleanliness," built in l_<l\t Aol less architectural merit than the Sehulzo "Cilv of AA i nA

A

The Chicago Ward plant en La Salle Street is extant
C1^ nli,1Mr-
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In 1915, as the Schulzc plant opened, a baking trade jpurnal applauded
"the friendly rivalry among bakers to secure the advertising value of
artistic architecture, pleasing effects, etc., on the outside of their
plants in addition to the maximum of utility within." The journal,
considered this "Bakery Beautiful" movement as one of the "most
promising things about" the twentieth century development of the baking
industry. 23 -pne journal declared that many industries could ignore
the exterior design of their plant, bakers could not. Singling out the
Schulzc plant for special praise the journal reported, "It makes a great
difference in the community whether or not the bakery stands out on the
street ao a suggestion of cleanliness . That in turn is a suggestion of
quality, 'obtrusive clean liness ' is one of the baker's best boosters.
. . . One oi the leading 1 ar Lists of Chicago said , over his own si g nature

:

' The new home of /Schulze ' s/ Butternut Bread, situated as it is on one of
our most beautiful parkways, appeals to me as a tremendously irnpor Lan L

addition to the City Beautiful.' To have such a thing said of a bakery
is more significant than some bakers realize. "29

JOHN AHLSCHLAGER & SON

John Ahlschlager, the Schulzc architect, was born in Mokcna, Illinois in
I860; he moved to Chicago in 1881 to practice architecture with his
brother Frederick. The Ahlschlager practice in the 1880s and 1890s
included several Lutheran churches , private re.si dences , and store and flat
buildings in Chicago's growing neighborhoods. When Frederick died in
1905 John established a partnerhip with his son, Walter. For several
years prior to John's death in 1915 the firm more or less specialized in
designing bakery buildings. Ahlschlager designed plant additions for
Schulze 's North Side plant in 1911 and the West Side plant in 19.12. 30

The firm may have designed these plants originally. Ahlschlager also
designed Chicago's Grant Baking Company plant at 3021 W. Lake SLreeL
(.1913-19.14), the Kalamazoo Bakery in Kalamazoo, the Wagner Baking Company
in Detroit (1915-1916), and the Nugent Bakery in Savannah, Georgia
(1915-1916). These, other plants showed the architects admirable efforts
to design attractive bakery exteriors with efficient enterior plan?.
The Wagner plant designed of red brick and stone was called "One of the
best examples of modern bakery palaces, a magnificent plant, a veritable
temple of cleanliness and progress;" the Nugent bakery was called
"one of the show places of the South. " Nevertheless , upon his death

,

the Schulzc plant was considered "the masterpiece of those designed by
John Ahlschlager & Son. ""'-'-

Walter Ahlschlager who docs not appear to have continued designing
bakeries did design several major buildings in his later architectural
practice: In Chicago, the 10 story Wooiworth Building ( 192'S ) , Putnam
Building (1922), the Covenant Club (1923), the Cass-Guper ior (.1921),
am' most impressively of all the Jackson Towers Apartments (192G); and
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the 45 story Medina!, Athletic Club, later the Sheraton, and not; thoRadeon Hotel at 505 N. Michigan Avenue (1929). Matte- Ahl souTager •-
other major commissions include the Starrctts Hotel, Cinrimntt HWIand New York City . s Bcacon and Roxy theatres ( 1925-1927)? Alcorn '

'

drawing heavily on Renaissance and Moorish motiffs, tta tev r ,

to the HpirVof ' LT,*" Lt °Pen "d W±th 6 '° 76 EOatS
" ^= closest

qlorifiStion at ?
Snh"l?° Projects in its flamboyant, monumental,glorification ol a burgeoning industry (motion pictures) and adynamic entrepreneur (S.I,. Rothafel) . 32

'

PAIJL SCHULZR: CHARACTER AMD THE CITY BEAUTIFUL

o'f

f

tho
1

Sohulza
e

o?nn?
n
^t", t0 "^ had a majur ^"tience in the designtnc Sehulze plant — its location on Chicago's famous boulevard .«-]park system. In 1912 Sehulze planned to bull! his nSw „ ?h sideplant at the corner oC 75th Street and Yale Avenue . « Then at considerable

on c^ f
,

i"

i

, 1

e
p
PG?',e h6

i

Ch°Se *° bUlld ln a much "<°^ Ptomfnen? locarionon Garfield Boulevard. The move to Garfield Boulevard caused some^T^^T^T nt
f-'

hl?°rh°°tf'= residents who objected to the intrusion
. - *"" a bonlevare location which had been rila"n-=-r" in rhe

'

2™-^ ,>°
ntU"y - "traCt Weaitny rSSidm '-ial aevolo^ent.Appn.ontly the plant's exterior design allayed neighborhood fears- "Th"kickers ammedratcly subsided into silence, which was broken pIe b, sof aam. l ,ation," when they were shown the bakery plans 34 T tio sS iPlant was among the first bakeries in Cbicauo to use aas for 1,

°
ana baking: this considerably reduced the smoke nuisance „ '
wi.h industrial and commercial ooal burning. Schul7e's uarticipa

t

"o-m ehe Municipal Art League of Chicago, of whiclt he was vice-preside^.and president of from 1925 to 1948, embodied notions rf p iPlant; he worked to improve Chicago's boulevards by ridding '"4 ofbill boards; he lobbied for anti-smoke ordinances, and sounht to c-iabli-h«n architects commission to review all build inn D MS f a c o
'

A^o^ ™c°ur '?y-d 1°^1 "tists "'tough the Chicago Galler^sAssociation which circulated local art works through a central gaTlerv
Art institute iTh'

SChUl2C
f'°

gaVO a gallC^ ^"paintings to'tnc
V

a ,

ra0m°rY ° f a SO" killcd in W°rW "=r I" also pr< vided
ol the IT" " connection with the public reception rooms
of "isrirvin^pSnt^ S^ew"^ '" 19» *« e >"" tbi*»

fo°te?ed
9
an°im^"

GarflcM "^levard plant and Schulze's civic activitiesro.Uioa an image of personal character and quality which Sehulze felt

a-cMtecturr
1

° '™?
.

>™ P*-- *ho plant joined Sfher forms of

ch, actcr ird?7ff
1C

I

' U C1V1C "" ln s"5g^«tinc, personal and civiccnaiaetcl. lt did this despite tho fact that Sehulze never had anoffice in any of his plants; the company offices always romnnd'n
uproar™ in ai:

'^^ »<=l™lzc' Portrait and aikai^rc^ontlyappealed in advertisements with an etching of the Garfield noulevard
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plant — the clear suggestion made was that such a public figure of
integrity, visibility, and culture could clearly be trusted Lo bake
a families bread. J6 Architectural design and embell ishment hod previously
been employed to exalt the character and achievement of individuals,
governments , and religious groups . The .1 ate nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries found commerce, largely in white colar employment,
turning to architecture, particularly the skyscraper, as an expressive
form with some economic and promotional benefits . With buildings
like the Schuize plant the early twentieth-century found industrial
concerns annexing the traditional expressive means of architecture, as
part of a v.i gorous compai gn of commercial promotion . As an early and
particularly fine example of this development the Schuize plant takes
on much of its present significance. In Chicago architects like Alfred
S. Alsehuler's industrial work of the 1920s can be viewed as a further
extension of this tradition'— a tradition which in cur own day has
largely disappeared. The materials and style of the Schuize plant also
anticipates the ascendancy of the automotive show-room architecture
and promo !.ions of the 1920s

.

REALIZATION 01'' AN IDJiAL: THE OPENING

The Schuize plant did not open unnoticed by the public. On April
9, 1915 Schuize hosted a ball at the plant for the press and
thousands of invited guests. The visitors received white carnations
upon entering the pi ant and toured the entire building With guides
clad in white . The visitors picked-up photographs of each of the s Lops
in the bread-making process which were assembled into packages "Story
of My Trip Through the New Home of the Schuize Butter-Nut Bread;"
they also received a miniature loaf of Butter-Nut Bread. The experience
moved a Chica_g_o Herald reporter to verse (see page 12 ) . Star Ling on
"April 1] ,

19±5~ S ciiulze opened the plant ior daily tours and public
inspection from 2-5 and 7-9 P.M.; the Schuize advertisement beckoned
"Visit This City of Cleanliness, the New Schuize Bakery. "37 in February
1916 Schuize hosted another ball, for the Advertising Association of
Chicago. Focusing on the building as advertisement, the night included
the standard tours , a special appearance by the Schuize Bakery Boy
who sang the Schuize song, a confetti fight, and the "Hula-Hula Tango
Trot Balloon Dnace."3K It amounted .to just the sort of promotion every
progressive baker dreamed of

.

An etching of the Garfield Boulevard bakery became a standard feature
of the Schuize advertising copy. 3 9 in his "Bread Talks" to Chicago
housewives Schuize pointed to the new building and declared "It may be,
Madam, that you share your grandmother ' s prejudice against bread made
anywhere except in your kitchen. If you do it is because you have not
kept i n close touch with the forward-march of the Pure Food production

.

In Schuize bakeries, cleanliness is almost a religion. Pure air — rich
sunshine — contribute to wholesomeness; good materials, clean, shining
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1. For the best technical description of the original plant see"

"The New Schulze Brea Palace," Bakers Weekly , 32(12 December 1914);41~48.

"Ncv; Schulze Bakery, Baker's Helper, 28 (December- 1914) :1422.

Shown Ir3. Hazel Kyrk , The American Baking Industry , 1849-1923 .

Census Reports , 192b; W.E. Long,' r,Yhe Advantages of Advertising For

The Bakery," Bakers Weekl y, 22(14 December 1912);:2b.

4. "Paul Schulze," Clarke Publishing Company, Chicago

:

Pictorial and

Biographical, 1912
.

5. Business history assembled from mentions in "Happenings In the

World of Dough," and news columns in Baker ' s Helper and Baker

s

Weekly, 1900-1 925.

6. "More Than Two Thousand Progressive Rakers Are Using The Schulze
ArW(=.r-H^inrr MprvifR." Bnkers Povio-w, 41 (October 1920): 94.

7. "The Schulze Baking Company Enlarging," Baker^ Helper , 18 (March

1904) : 267.

"Nominations for Officer Baker 's Helper, 2& (October 1910): 11

9. Paul Schulze, "The President's Address, "in Fourteenth A.-.nun 1

Convention : Nati_qiial Association of Master Bakers , He] n at Coatcs

HousG7~Kanaai~C i ty , MO .

,

August 22,23,24,25, 1911 , 1911.

10. "Echoes of President Schulze's Kansas City Speech," 18(3 September

1911); So, 64 Bakers Weekly ; "Bakery Bread and HousawiveG," Baker ' s

Helper, 2 5 (8ctobir~T9Il) ; 1182.

11. New York Times , 24, 25 August 1914.

-12 - Me
:

w York World, quoted in "Echoes of President Schulze's," p. G4 .

13. "The Housewife Hits Back," Baker ' s Helper , 25 (November 1911): 1260.

14. "Making Bakeries Clean Up," Baker's Helper , 25 (March 1911): 3.10.

15. "Chicago Bakeries," Baker's Helper , 25 (Hay 1911): 590.

16. Chicago Tribune , 11 April 1915.

17. Chicago Tribune , 10 November 1915.

18. "The New Schulze Bread Palace," Bake r s ' Weekly, 32(12 Dooember 1914):41-8.
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19. "Chicago Letter," Bakers Weekly, 20(20 April 1912): 28.

20 OC Miessler, "The Automovile in the Bakery Field," Bakerjjs

Helper , 31 (October 1917): 1030-.1032.

21 Paul Schulzo, "Methods of Selling Bakery Products," Baker's

Helper, 26 (October 1912): 1199-1200.

22. "Ward-Hackey Co.'s New Plant," Baker's Helper, 16 (August 1902) : 7 50-7 51

.

33 CM Earthbergor, "Modern Construction of Bakery Buildings," Bakej-s

Helper, 22 (October 1908); 1023-1026.

24. Rudolph Markgraf, "Construction of Baking Plants," BakerJjB

Helper, 19 (November 1905): 1138-1139.

25. "What Some Bakers Do," BakerJ_s F^lper, 26 (December, 1912): 1422.

26. "Happenings In the World of Dough," Bakers Weekly, 25(29 Mar. 1913) ;26.

27. "Building Department," The Ec^nj^mist, 41(12 June 1909): 1047.

28. "The Bakery Beautiful," Baker^s Helper, 29(January 1915): 68.

29. "A Building's Advertising Value," Ba_kor^ Helper, 29 (May 1915): 494.

30. Chicago Building Permit Department, Mos .
32555, rile 98886;

17805-W-216.

31. "Happenings In The World of Dough," Bakers Weekly., 16(25 ^™ber
.

1915): 27; "New Home of Wagner Baking Co.," Bakers Weekly
,

17 ( 3
May 1916).

39; "John Ahlschlager,' Bakers Weekly , 36(7 August 3915): 37. .,...

32. "A Motion Picture Cathedral," Through Ehe Ages, 5 (Nownbcr 1927):7-13.
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